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ABSTRACT
To support the decision-making process for selecting upcoming
tourist spots (PoI: Points of Interest), it is necessary to share the
tourist destinations’ current status. Methods for sharing the cur-
rent status of PoIs could include installing live cameras or having
tourists share real-time photos. Still, there are challenges in terms
of installation and maintenance costs and privacy concerns. In this
paper, a tourism support system is proposed to aid in the decision-
making of which PoI to visit next by automatically generating PoI
current status images from template images and contextual informa-
tion of tourist destinations while preserving privacy and presenting
them to users. In the proposed system, semantic segmentation is
used to divide template images into categories such as sky class,
trees/grasses class, crowd class, and overall class. Based on the
separately collected contextual information (weather, condition of
trees/grass, crowd density, time, etc.), appropriate image transfor-
mations (using style transfer, etc) are applied to each category. The
proposed system consists of an automated method for generating
PoI status images and an application that presents these images to
users. As part of a tourism experiment using the proposed system,
11 individuals aged 20 to 30 participated in a roughly 2-hour tour of
Nara City in Japan. The results showed that compared to presenting
template images, the proposed method yielded a decision-making
score improvement of 0.27 and a similarity (to the current status)
score improvement of 0.45 (out of five), both of which were statisti-
cally significant.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing; Ubiquitous and mobile com-
puting systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, systems using mobile devices such as smartphones
to assist in tourism planning have been proposed [4, 6–9]. How-
ever, these tourism support systems often present users with pre-
captured photos of tourist destinations, potentially leading to dis-
crepancies in information such as seasonality and crowd levels
compared to the actual site.

To address this issue, it is essential to share images reflecting the
current status of tourist destinations with users. While methods
like installing live cameras at these sites or having tourists share
real-time photos are conceivable, they pose challenges in terms of
installation/maintenance costs and privacy concerns.

Taking into account the difficulty of directly obtaining real-time
images of tourist destinations, we propose a tourism support system
that aids in the decision-making process of selecting the next tourist
destination (hereafter called PoI: Point of Interest). The proposed
system generates current status images of PoIs using pre-captured
template images and contextual information, presenting them to
users. Contextual information about tourist destinations, such as
weather and crowd levels, constantly changes, and real-time envi-
ronmental data around these sites needs to be collected. Onemethod
for real-time environmental data collection is participatory sensing
[2], where tourists provide information about the current status
of tourist sites. To address privacy concerns, an object recognition
model [5, 10–12] running on each tourist’s mobile device can be
applied to images taken by tourists, extracting only the contextual
information of the tourist site without sharing the images.

This paper proposes a tourism support system that automatically
generates current status images of PoIs using template images and
contextual information of tourist destinations while preserving
privacy, presenting them to users to aid in the decision-making
process of selecting the next PoI. Figure 1 provides an overview of
the proposed system. The proposed system comprises an automated
method for generating PoI status images and an application that
presents these images to users. In the proposed method, semantic
segmentation is used to divide template images into categories
such as sky class, trees/grass class, crowd class, and overall class.
Based on the separately collected contextual information (weather,
condition of trees/grass, crowd density, time, etc.), appropriate
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: 空クラス : 樹木クラス : 芝生クラス : 混雑クラス

Template Image

観光エリア選択画面 PoIのマップ表示画面 PoIの詳細画面

Context Information

Classes after Segmentation

Generation of Current Status Image

Current Status Image shown to Users

Class Sub-class Item

Sky Color of sky
Color of cloud
Amount of Cloud

Sky-blue
White
Small

Tree Leaf/flower condition Cherry blossoms

Glass Grass condition Yellow

Crowd Congestion condition Less crowded

Overall Brightness A little bright

Todai-ji Daibutsuden
Twice destroyed by fire and rebuilt 

in the 13th and 18th centuries

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed system

image transformations including style transfer are applied to each
category.

As part of a tourism experiment using this system, 11 individuals
aged 20 to 30 participated in a roughly 2-hour tour of Nara City,
Japan. During the experiment, participants selected 4 PoIs to visit
next out of 12 PoIs using both the conventional system (template
images) and the proposed method (generated current status images).
The results indicated that the proposed system, compared to the
conventional system of presenting template images, improved the
average decision-making score by 0.27 on a 5-point scale and the
average comparison score with actual scenery by 0.45. Furthermore,
the match rate between presented images and actual scenery was
evaluated in terms of weather, seasonal feeling, crowd density, and
time of day. As a result, compared to template images, improve-
ments of 11.2 % in weather, 28.2 % in seasonal feeling, and 38.7 % in
crowd density were observed. The match rate for time of day was
92.3 %.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are numerous existing studies on tourist recommendations
and travel planning support that provide information using smart-
phones and assist in the decision-making process of selecting the
next destination spot [4, 6–9]. For instance, Hidaka et al. [4] pro-
posed a recommendation system for onsite tourist spots considering
user preferences. Additionally, CT-Planner [8] is an interactive and
iterative tourism planning support system where users gradually
express their preferences, and the system iteratively adjusts the
plan until satisfactory.

However, in these tourism support systems, when choosing the
next Point of Interest (PoI) to visit, users are presented with pre-
captured template images of tourist sites. The dynamic aspects of
tourism context, such as seasonality and crowd levels, known as
“dynamic tourism context” [1], can differ between these template
images and the actual scenery. Consequently, users might find
it difficult to imagine the current status of tourist destinations,
potentially making it challenging for them to select the next PoI.
While methods like installing live cameras at tourist sites or having
tourists share real-time photos are possible for sharing the current

Table 1: Object List of Todai-ji Temple

Class Subclass Elements
Sky Class Sky Color Azure, Sky Blue, Sky Color

Cloud Color White Clouds, Dark Clouds
Cloud Amount Many, Normal, Few

Trees Class Leaf State Cherry Blossom, Yellow Leaves,
Fresh Green, Autumn Leaves

Grasses Class Grasses State Fresh Green, Yellowing
Crowd Class Congestion State Very Crowded, Crowded, Nor-

mal, Few, Very Few
Overall Class Brightness Bright, Slightly Bright, Normal,

Slightly Dark, Dark

status of tourist destinations, they pose challenges in terms of
installation/maintenance costs and privacy concerns.

Considering the difficulty of directly obtaining real-time images
of tourist destinations, this study aims to develop a tourism support
system that automatically generates current status images of tourist
destinations and presents them to users to assist in the decision-
making process of selecting the next PoI.

3 AUTOMATIC GENERATION METHOD FOR
POI CURRENT STATUS IMAGES

In our proposed method, we take pre-captured template images
of PoIs and contextual information as input to generate current
situation images. We utilize semantic segmentation to divide the
template images into sky class, trees/grasses class, crowd class, and
overall class. Then, using the segmentation results and additional
contextual information acquired from the site, such as congestion,
weather, and tree conditions, we perform image transformations
appropriate for each class. Finally, we integrate the transformed
images and adjust brightness and contrast to automatically gener-
ate current situation images of the tourist site. Hereafter, Todai-ji
temple is used as an example.

3.1 List of PoI Objects
Our proposed method generates current situation images of PoIs
based on contextual information. Therefore, a list of objects cor-
responding to the PoI’s context is needed for the template images.
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Figure 2: Different Views of Todai-ji Temple Captured at
Different Times (Left: July 2021 and Right: April 2022)

Figure 2 shows photographs of Todai-ji temple captured at differ-
ent times: on the left in July 2021 and on the right in April 2022.
Differences between these photos include weather, tree and grass
conditions, congestion level, and time of day. Therefore, a list of
tourist site objects like the one in Table 1 can be considered, which
reflects these contextual aspects. In this study, we assume that the
elements associated with each subclass are represented by one-hot
vectors. Hence, there is no overlap between elements like different
sky colors.

We assume that the list of PoI objects can be acquired through
participatory sensing using object recognition models [5, 12] op-
erating on tourists’ devices. Object recognition models have been
widely used to detect objects in images, and they can accurately
detect common objects such as people [10, 11].

3.2 Semantic Segmentation
In our proposed method, we apply semantic segmentation to the
template images of PoIs, dividing them into multiple classes based
on the PoI object list. Semantic segmentation can be accomplished
using deep neural networks (DNNs) or manual methods. While
DNN-based methods can automatically divide images into classes
with similar features and meanings, they require a large dataset
of accurately labeled images for each intended environment. Since
template images are not updated frequently, we opt for manual
semantic segmentation, which allows precise division into classes
based on the PoI object list. Figure 3 shows the result of manually
applying semantic segmentation to the Todai-ji temple template
image, dividing it into sky class, trees class, grasses class, and crowd
class.

: 空クラス : 樹木クラス : 芝生クラス : 混雑クラス

Figure 3: Semantic Segmentation Results for the Todai-ji
Temple Template Image

3.3 Image Transformation Based on Contextual
Information

In this section, we describe the method for performing image trans-
formations. We apply the proposed method to each class, perform
image transformations using the contextual information, and then
combine the transformed images into one image. Additionally, we
adjust the brightness and contrast. Figure 4 presents the results
of using the proposed method for image transformation. Fig. 4 (a)
represents the Todai-ji temple template image. Fig. 4 (b), (c), and
(d) show the results of transforming the image based on different
contextual information combinations: (b) sky color + white clouds +
low cloud coverage + cherry blossoms + high congestion, (c) azure
color + white clouds + moderate cloud coverage + autumn leaves +
moderate congestion + slightly brighter, and (d) sky color + dark
clouds + high cloud coverage + yellow leaves + yellowed lawn +
low congestion + slightly darker, respectively.

3.3.1 Image Transformation for Sky Class. In the sky class, appro-
priate skies are replaced based on the conditions of clear and cloudy
states obtained by the object recognition model. For this purpose,
18 sky images are prepared in advance, covering all combinations
of sky color, cloud color, and cloud amount.

The results of replacing the sky in template images based on
the object list of the sky class are shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5
(a), the template image of Todai-ji Temple is shown. In (b), the sky
color is replaced with blue, white clouds, and low cloud density.
In (c), it is replaced with azure, white clouds, and moderate cloud
density. In (d), it is transformed to blue with rain clouds and high
cloud density. It is evident that the impression of weather changes
through the transformation of the sky class. To consider more
detailed information on PoI, increasing the variety of sky images
or using DNN generation models such as [14] could be considered.

3.3.2 Image Transformation for Trees and Grasses Classes. For the
tree and grass classes, style transformation is performed to approxi-
mate the states of trees and grass obtained by the object recognition
model. Create ML’s Style Transfer is used for style transformation.
Training involves 500 parameter updates, and default hyperparam-
eters, such as Style Strength and Style Density, are used.

The results of changing the states of trees and grass in template
images based on the object list of the tree and grass classes are
shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6 (a), the template image is shown.
In (b), it is transformed into cherry blossoms; in (c), into autumn
leaves; and in (d), the grass is turned yellow. Style transformation
allows maintaining the shape of trees and grass in template images
while transforming them into any style.

3.3.3 Image Transformation for Crowd Class. For the crowd class,
image transformation is performed to simulate the levels of conges-
tion obtained by the object recognition model. Congestion level can
be represented by changes in the number of people on the space.
Based on the 5 levels of congestion (very crowded, crowded, normal,
few, very few) obtained by the object recognition model, silhouettes
of people are overlaid onto the crowd class. Therefore, appropri-
ate resizing of people’s silhouettes needs to be done to match the
template image. This is achieved by calculating the appropriate
size for each coordinate based on the size of people present in the
template image. The size of people present in the template image is
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元画像 空⾊+⽩い雲+雲少ない+桜+                紺碧+⽩い雲+雲普通+紅葉+        天⾊+⿊い雲+雲多い+⻩葉+⻩化+
⻩化+⾮常に混雑の結果 混雑度普通＋少し明るいの結果 ⾮常に少ない+少し暗いの結果

Template image Sky-blue + white cloud + few clouds + cherry 
blossoms + grasses yellowing + very crowded

Azure color + white cloud + normal clouds 
+ autumn leaves + normal crowds + a little bright

Sky color + black cloud + cloudy  
+ grasses yellowing +  a little dark

Figure 4: Results of Image Transformation using the Proposed Method

元画像 空⾊+⽩い雲+雲少ないの変換結果 紺碧+⽩い雲+雲普通の変換結果 天⾊＋⿊い雲＋雲多いの変換結果テンプレート画像Template image Sky-blue + white cloud + few clouds Azure color + white cloud + normal clouds Sky color + black cloud + cloudy 

Figure 5: Results of Image Transformation for the Sky Class

元画像 桜への変換結果 紅葉への変換結果 芝⽣の⻩化の変換結果テンプレート画像テンプレート画像Template image Cherry blossoms Autumn leaves Grasses yellowing

Figure 6: Results of Image Transformation for Tree and Grass Classes

元画像 150⼈のシルエットを追加した結果 80⼈のシルエットを追加した結果 10⼈のシルエットを追加した結果テンプレート画像テンプレート画像テンプレート画像Template image 150 human silhouettes 80 human silhouettes 10 human silhouettes

Figure 7: Results of Image Transformation for Crowd Class

元画像 明るくした結果 少し明るくした結果 少し暗くした結果Template image bright A little bright A little dark

Figure 8: Results of Image Transformation for Overall Class

obtained using bounding boxes output by YOLOv3 [11]. By repre-
senting the relationship between the size of bounding boxes and
the y-coordinate of people at different positions, a linear function

expresses the relationship between the y-coordinate and the size of
people.
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観光エリア選択画面 PoIのマップ表示画面 PoIの詳細画面観光エリア選択画面 PoIのマップ表示画面 PoIの詳細画面観光エリア選択画面 PoIのマップ表示画面 PoIの詳細画面

List of PoIs
Nara Park

Kasuga Grand Shrine
Todai-ji Temple

Nigatsu-do Hall

Nkofuku-ji Temple

Tourist Area Selection Screen Map Display Screen PoI Description Screen

Spot 1

Spot 2

Spot 3

Todai-ji Daibutsuden
Twice destroyed by fire and rebuilt in 

the 13th and 18th centuries

Todai-ji Temple

Figure 9: Application Screens

The results of changing the congestion state of template images
based on the object list of the crowd class and the relationship
between bounding box size and y-coordinate are shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7(a), the template image is shown. In (b), 150 people are
added, in (c), 80 people are added, and in (d), 10 people are added.
The results show that appropriate overlaying with the right size
can be achieved based on the placement of people.

3.3.4 Image Transformation for Overall Class. For the overall class,
image transformation is performed to reflect the current time of
day based on the brightness information obtained by the object
recognition model. Using OpenCV’s convertScaleAbs, brightness
and contrast are adjusted.

The results of changing the brightness of template images based
on the object list of the overall class are shown in Figure 8. In
Figure 8 (a), the template image is shown. In (b), it is made brighter,
in (c), slightly brighter, and in (d), slightly darker. Darkening the
brightness allows for an impression of evening or night, simulating
a sunset. However, to distinguish between morning and midday,
additional elements beyond just brightness adjustments might be
needed.

4 MOBILE APPLICATION
In this section, we implement a mobile application that presents
the current status images generated using the proposed method.
The application is developed as an iOS app, and Swift is used as the
programming language. The purpose of this application is to aid in
the selection of the next Point of Interest (PoI) by providing users
with current status images generated using the proposed method,
in addition to PoI location information and descriptions.

For this reason, the implemented mobile application should meet
two requirements: (i) the ability to select a tourist area and display
its PoIs on a map, and (ii) the ability to present the current status
image of a PoI when selected. The user interface of the mobile
application is depicted in Figure 9.

The subsequent sections will provide detailed information about
each screen of the application.

4.1 Sightseeing area selection screen
The screen in the left section of Figure 9 displays the tourist area
options. By selecting a tourist area, users transition to the map
display of PoIs, shown in the center of Figure 9. The tourist areas

NP1

NP2

ND1

KT3

KT2
KT1

TD3

TD2

TD1 ND2

KH1
KH2

Figure 10: Target PoI locations

targeted by this application are “Nara Park,” “Kasuga Grand Shrine,”
“Todai-ji Temple,” “Nigatsu-do Hall,” and “Kofuku-ji Temple.”

4.2 PoI map displaying screen
The screen depicted in the center of Figure 9 displays the map with
the PoIs of the selected tourist area. On the map, each PoI is repre-
sented by a map pin with a number corresponding to its identifier.
Additionally, the user’s current location using the application is
displayed on the map. The spatial arrangement of the PoIs targeted
by this application is shown in Figure 10, and their names are listed
in Table 2.

The application focuses on tourist areas within Nara City, Nara
Prefecture in Japan, and provides the opportunity to select from
among 12 PoIs. To access more details about a particular PoI, users
can select the PoI button located beneath the map, leading to the
detailed PoI screen on the right side of Figure 9.

4.3 Detailed screen of each PoIP
The screen shown on the right side of Figure 9 is the detail view
of a selected PoI. This screen presents the PoI’s location on the
map along with the generated current image of the PoI using the
proposed method. Additionally, a brief description of the PoI is
provided. It is important to note that the context reflected in the
current image varies for each PoI, as indicated in Table 2.

5 EXPERIMENTS
This section evaluates the practicality and effectiveness of the pro-
posed system and presents the results of the evaluation experiments.

5.1 Experiment Overview
The goal of this experiment is to investigate whether the proposed
method, which involves presenting users with generated current
images using the proposed technique, can support decision-making
regarding the next tourist spot to visit. To achieve this, a compari-
son is made between presenting current images generated using
the proposed method and presenting template images of tourist
spots to the users. The experiment aims to determine whether the
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Table 2: Tourist areas, PoIs and classes to be reflected

Tourist Area Tourist Spot Name Symbol Sky class Tree class Grass class Crowd class Overall class
Nara Park Todai-ji Nigatsu-do Park NP1 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

Todai-ji Ukimido Park NP2 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

Kasuga Grand Shrine Kasuga Grand Shrine Keiga Gate KT1 ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓
Kasuga Grand Shrine Ni-no-torii Gate KT2 ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Kasuga Grand Shrine Mizutani Shrine KT3 - - - ✓ ✓

Todai-ji Temple Todai-ji Front of Daibutsuden TD1 - - - ✓ -
Todai-ji Daibutsuden TD2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Todai-ji Nandaimon Gate TD3 ✓ - - ✓ ✓

Nigatsu-do Hall Nigatsu-do Hall ND1 ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Nigatsu-do Hall Ryoben Cedar ND2 ✓ - - ✓ ✓

Kofuku-ji Temple Kofuku-ji Chukondo Hall KH1 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓
Kofuku-ji Sanju-no-to KH2 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

proposed method enhances the decision-making process. Addition-
ally, after the experiment, a questionnaire is conducted to assess
the practicality of the proposed system.

This experiment was conducted with a target group of 11 partic-
ipants (8 males and 3 females) in their 20s to 30s, with an average
age of 24.5 and a standard deviation of 3.39. The experiment took
place at 12 Points of Interest (PoI) located in Nara City. Participants
were provided with an explanation of the experiment in advance
and installed the proposed application on iOS devices.

The experiment compared twomethods: one displaying real-time
context-generated images using the proposed approach (Proposed
System), and the other showing template images of tourist spots
(Conventional System). The aim was to assess whether these meth-
ods could support the decision-making process for the next PoI to
visit and to determine whether the provided images matched the
actual scenery.

The experiment was conducted on Saturday, January 21, 2023,
starting at 14:00. Participants walked to 8 PoIs during the experi-
ment. Theweather was cloudy, with a temperature of approximately
5.9°C, and no special events were taking place in the vicinity.

Initially, the 11 participants selected 4 PoIs for visiting by view-
ing the template images of tourist spots using the conventional
system. Subsequently, they selected 4 PoIs for visiting by viewing
the context-generated images produced using the proposed system.
To generate the current status images, context information was
essential. The experiment’s assistants provided photos of each PoI’s
surroundings every 15 minutes. These photos were used as a basis
for updating the current status images of the tourist spots.

During the course of the tourist activities, participants were
asked to respond to a questionnaire that inquired whether the
provided images were helpful for decision-making and how they
felt about the correspondence between the presented images and
the actual scenery at each visited spot. After concluding the tourist
activities, a follow-up questionnaire was administered to confirm
the practicality of the system.

5.2 Questionnaire Content
In this experiment, two questionnaires were employed: a question-
naire during the tourist activities and a questionnaire after the
tourist activities. During the tourist activities, participants were

asked to compare the effectiveness for decision-making (Decision-
Making Score) and the similarity between the provided images and
the actual scenery of each PoI (Similarity Score) after the comple-
tion of visiting each PoI. The questionnaire prompts are presented
in Table 3.

The comparison between the images provided by the application
and the actual scenery was conducted by juxtaposing the images
displayed when selecting the next PoI to visit and the real-life sur-
roundings. To explore the distinctions in the comparison between
the images provided by the application and the actual scenery, these
images were collected during the aforementioned questionnaire
sessions. Additionally, for the closed-ended questions, participants
were asked to provide free-text descriptions of any discrepancies if
they answered “No” to the questions.

Upon concluding the tourist activities, a System Usability Scale
(SUS) questionnaire with ten questions was administered to evalu-
ate the usability of the application as part of assessing its practical-
ity.

5.3 Results of the Sightseeing Experiment
The number of visitors to each PoI during this experiment is shown
in Table 4. From Table 4, it can be observed that both the conven-
tional system and the proposed system had at least one visitor for
each PoI. Regarding the number of visitors, except for the Nigatsu-
do Hall, there is little difference between the conventional system
and the proposed system. The reason for the lower number of visi-
tors to Nigatsu-do Hall in the conventional system is likely due to its
relatively distant location from the starting point of the experiment
at Kintetsu Nara Station.

Next, the results of the impact of PoI selection decision based on
the presented images and the comparison with the actual scenery
are shown in Table 5. First, the average decision-making score on a
5-point scale was 3.98 for the conventional system and 4.25 for the
proposed system, both of which indicate high scores. This suggests
that the decision-making process for selecting the next PoI benefits
from both linguistic information and visual imagery. Furthermore,
the proposed system showed a higher average decision-making
score by 0.27 compared to the conventional system. This indicates
that presenting context-aware current images generated using both
context information and PoI template images is more helpful for
the decision-making process than providing only template images.
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Table 3: Questionnaire Content

Questionnaire Type Question

5-point Likert Scale Q1: Was the presented image helpful for decision-making?
Q2: How do you compare the presented image with the actual scene?

Closed Questionnaire

Q3: Did the presented image match the actual weather?
Q4: Did the presented image match the actual sense of season?
Q5: Did the presented image match the actual crowd level?
Q6: Did the presented image match the actual time of day?

Table 4: System-wise Visitors to Each PoI

Spot Name Nara Park Kasuga Shurine Todaiji Temple Nigatsudo Hall Kofukuji Temple
Spot Name NP1 NP2 KT1 KT2 KT3 TD1 TD2 TD3 ND1 ND2 KH1 KH2

Visitors using conventional system 5 5 5 5 5 1 2 4 1 2 5 4
Visitors using the proposed system 5 5 3 3 4 1 1 6 4 5 4 3

Table 5: Comparison Results between the Influence of PoI Selection Decision in Presented Images and Actual Scenes

Conventional System Proposed System 𝑝-value Significance (𝑝 ≤ 0.05)
Mean Decision Score 3.98 4.25

6.70×10−4 ✓Standard Deviation of Decision Score 0.72 0.83
Mean Similarity Score 3.66 4.11

3.87×10−6 ✓Standard Deviation of Similarity Score 1.15 1.03
Proportion Answered with Matching Weather 0.63 0.74 1.44×10−1 -
Proportion Answered with Matching Seasonality 0.39 0.67 2.72×10−2 ✓
Proportion Answered with Matching Congestion 0.48 0.86 5.78×10−5 ✓
Proportion Answered with Matching Time of Day 0.92 0.92 5.00×10−1 -

Next, the average similarity score, which compares the provided
images with the actual scenery, was 3.66 for the conventional sys-
tem and 4.11 for the proposed system, with the latter being higher
by 0.45. This implies that the proposed method effectively conveys
the current states of the sightseeing spots.

Additionally, the normality of the decision-making scores and
the similarity scores between the proposed and conventional sys-
tems was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test, revealing that none of
these scores followed a normal distribution. Consequently, the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was employed to compare
the decision-making scores and the similarity scores.

The results of this test showed a significant difference, with
a p-value of 6.70 × 10−4 for the decision-making scores, and a
p-value of 3.87 × 10−6 for the similarity scores, confirming that
the proposed system significantly outperformed the conventional
system in terms of supporting the decision-making process and
providing imagery that accurately reflects the current state of the
sightseeing spots.

Finally, the degree of matching between the actual scenery and
the provided images in terms of various context factors was com-
pared. When comparing the weather in the presented images with
the actual weather, the percentage of respondents indicating a
match increased by 11 % for the proposed system compared to the
conventional system.

Furthermore, the reason for the 63 % match rate when presenting
template images is that some users indicated a match even when

Figure 11: Photos of the template image and the actual
scenery when weather-matched responses were given

the actual weather conditions and those under which the template
images were captured were different. This could be due to the
presence of users who perceived a match in cases where the amount
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of clouds differed, as shown in Figure 11. However, some users also
responded that the weather was different based on cloud cover,
suggesting the necessity for image transformation for different sky
conditions to accurately convey the current situation to all users.

In addition, when comparing the presented images with the
actual scenery in terms of seasonal feel, the percentage of responses
indicating a match increased by 28 % for the proposed system
compared to the conventional system. Users who responded “No”
to the seasonal feel in the proposed system pointed out differences
in color and quantity of leaves and grass. To achieve higher accuracy
in reflecting seasonal feel, it is apparent that improving the quality
of the current images generated using the proposed method, such
as utilizing other style transfer techniques, is required.

Moreover, when comparing the presented images with the actual
scenery in terms of congestion level, the proportion of respondents
indicating a match was 86 % for the proposed system, showing a
38 % increase compared to the conventional system. The proposed
system effectively represented congestion levels by overlaying sil-
houettes of people.

Lastly, when comparing the time of day in the presented im-
ages with the actual time, the match rate was 92 % for both the
proposed and conventional systems. This similarity in time distri-
bution was due to many template images being captured during a
similar timeframe as the current experiment.

Using a one-sided Z-test, the matching rates for various context
factors in the presented images from the proposed and conventional
systems were tested. The results of these tests showed significant
differences in the matching rates for the seasonal feel and conges-
tion level, with p-values of 2.72×10−2 and 5.78×10−5, respectively.
On the other hand, the p-values for weather and time of day were
1.44 × 10−1 and 5.00 × 10−1, respectively, indicating no significant
differences. The current representation of weather involves replac-
ing the sky in the template images with pre-prepared sky images.
Thus, if suitable sky images that resemble the actual sky cannot
be prepared in advance, it could lead to results where no signifi-
cant difference is observed. To address this issue, using generative
models like GANs [3] to generate sky images might be necessary.

After the experiment, the usability of the application was as-
sessed through a 10-question System Usability Scale (SUS) question-
naire answered by the experimental subjects. The results yielded a
SUS score of 84.1, which is relatively high.

6 CONLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a tourism support system that assists
in making decisions about the next Point of Interest (PoI) to visit
by presenting current status images generated using an automated
method. In the experimental validation of the proposed tourism
support system, the average decision score was 4.25, indicating
that image information is crucial for PoI selection decisions. Fur-
thermore, the average comparison score between the presented
images and the actual scenery was 4.11, demonstrating that the
proposed system adequately represented the current state of the
tourist locations.

When comparing the proposed system to the conventional sys-
tem, the average decision score increased by 0.27, and the average

comparison score with the actual scenery improved by 0.45. Ad-
ditionally, evaluating whether the presented images matched the
actual scenery in terms of weather, seasonal feel, congestion level,
and time of day revealed that compared to the template images,
the current images achieved an 11 % improvement in matching
for weather, 28 % for seasonal feel, and 38 % for congestion level.
Moreover, regarding the time of day, both the template images and
the current images achieved a high matching rate of 92 %.

It is important to note that the proposed system generates the
current images of tourist locations under the assumption that the
latest contextual information is accessible. For future practical appli-
cations, it will be necessary to investigate the feasibility of obtaining
the latest contextual information about tourist locations by apply-
ing photos taken by tourists to object recognition models operating
on mobile devices[5, 10–13].
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